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TMS is an experimental electroacoustic sound project by the artists Malte Steiner (DE) and Tina
Mariane Krogh Madsen (DK). The format is improvisational sound pieces and concerts built out
of Steiner and Madsen's sonic interactions, where noisescapes and complex structures emerge
from intense layering of various in and outputs. TMS use primarily various pedals, selfbuilt
controllers and Pure Data to create their sounds. Additionally field recordings and found objects
and materials are used. Each chosen element is very important for the whole, where the
combination of these play a vital role in the compositions.



5HT, 2016 – ongoing

The 5HT concerts are based on the structural qualities of the neurotransmitter serotonin. The
dynamics of the molecule are here improvised and performed live in a dynamic and
counterbalanced noise act dealing with both the balances as well as the imbalances inherent,
resulting in chaotic states caused by disruption of this unit in the brain. The piece is a translation
of a physiological entity into a mixed analogue and digital composition; a molecular structure
used as a concept for a sonic arrangement.

The first 5HT concert was performed for the Audioblast Festival, both streamed online and
played live with the use of pedals and a Pure Data patch at Komunal Kunst og Teknik in
Copenhagen (DK) in February 2016, which in April 2016 continued with a bigger setup in a more
improvised format at the performance space Grüntaler9 in Berlin (DE). The piece was performed
again using only various pedals and synths at Noiseberg in Berlin (DE) in June 2016, and
redeveloped to an audiovisual piece for the Piksel Festival, using again Pure Data as a central
element under the name 5HT_five levels to zero. It was performed at Landmark in Bergen (NO)
in November 2016 and latest at the Linux Audio Conference in St. Etienne (FR) in May 2017.

5HT_five levels to zero  visuals created in Blender



5HT_five levels to zero, Piksel Festival, Bergen (NO), November 2016. Photo: Piksel Festival



5HT_five levels to zero, Linux Audio Conference, St. Etienne (FR), May 2017. Videostill

5HT_five levels to zero, Linux Audio Conference, St. Etienne (FR), May 2017. Videostill



5HT_five levels to zero  handwritten score



movement(al) distortion(s), 2016  ongoing

movement(al) distortion(s) is an experimental sitespecific noiseindustrial concert performance
created in 2016, where inputs of objects and bodytriggered sounds are transformed and
distorted through the use of analogue electronic manipulation. The feedins are here all
happening live and are running through various pedals and other selfcreated DIY manipulators
that transform these into a dynamic noisescape. These are translating and modifying movement
and interaction with body and objects into sound.

The sources and inputs thus come from the interaction by the performers, each bringing physical
elements into the shared composition. Sounds from objects and the interaction between body,
surfaces and the architectural structures of the performance space are fed into the soundscape
through the use of piezos.

movement(al) distortion(s), premiered at the Electropixel Festival in Nantes (FR) in August 2016,
and was later developed to the media space Spektrum in Berlin (DE) in September 2016, and
the music venue Radar in Aarhus (DK) in October 2016. Latest movement(al) distortion(s) was
performed at the International Supernoise Festival in Aarhus (DK) in February 2017.

movement(al) distortion(s), Electropixel Festival, Nantes (FR), August 2016. Videostill



movement(al) distortion(s), Spektrum, Berlin (DE), September 2016. Videostill

movement(al) distortion(s), Spektrum, Berlin (DE), September 2016. Photos: Mattia Pigazzini



movement(al) distortion(s), Radar, Aarhus (DK), October 2016. Photo: Kim S. Sternkopf

movement(al) distortion(s), Radar, Aarhus (DK), October 2016. Photo: Kim S. Sternkopf



movement(al) distortion(s), MS. Stubnitz, Hamburg (DE), July 2017. Photo: Carl/Stubnitz

movement(al) distortion(s), MS. Stubnitz, Hamburg (DE), July 2017. Photo: Carl/Stubnitz



Various

Electropixel, Nantes (FR), August 2015. Photo: Xoel Friere

Protokoll Series, improvisations with found objects, Skálar Artst Residency, Seydisfjordur (IS), Nov 2015



Surface Tension, Art Ii Biennial, Ii (FI), May 2018. Photo: Jaani Föhr




